FCRS 169th Field Trial Meeting - Open (Qualifying) Stake for 12 Flatcoated Retrievers
Held on Wednesday 14th December 2016 at Norton, Nr Evesham, Worcestershire by kind
permission of Mr Norman and Mrs Sandra Onens.
The judges for the trial were Mr Graham Cox, Mr Steve Crookes, Mrs Laura Hill, and Mr Steve
Cullis. The Chief Steward was Mrs Anne Sparkes and Steward of the Beat was Mr Norman Onens.
The handlers and dogs were:
1. Mrs EM Widdows' bitch Malinda Artichoke
2. Mr R Willatts' dog HUNTERSHEIM BLACK DART
3. Mr D Bellamy's bitch Flatcharm Chelsea Whopper
4. Mrs H Rosser's dog Mahinda Dudley
5. Mr J Honsel's dog PERCUIL VANDERVEL
6. Mr D Higgs' dog FEATHER IN MY CAP AT HIGGSCROFT
7. Dr D Heywood's bitch HOUNDSWOOD APHRODITE
8. Mrs H Ford's bitch Percuil Nuvolari Tazio
9. Mr R Lane's bitch MAHINDA MULBERRY JENNA OF SACHBASH
10. Dr D Heywood's bitch Houndswood Maple
11. Mrs H Ford's bitch Keveral Flybynite of Percuil
12. Mr A Sweeney's bitch NORFOLK FYLER ROSIES THORN OF WOLFTHISTLE
Trial summary:
As with the Novice trial held seven weeks earlier the trial was conducted as a walk-up in small
gently rolling fields of predominantly fodder beet with occasional strips of maize containing red and
grey partridge and some pheasants. Eleven dogs commenced the trial, following the withdrawal of
No. 7, starting with four in line and 2 additional dogs held in reserve in the centre.
The first bird was successfully gathered by No. 1 about 30m in front of the line and a bird shot on
the right 20m out was gathered by No. 2 after flushing three other birds on the way. No’s 4 and 5
successfully gathered first retrieves and then No. 5 was sent for a second retrieve in the same area
but went out very steadily to the fall and was called up. No. 4 then successfully gathered the bird
approximately 30m out.
Two birds shot on the right; No. 6 was sent from the right to a bird about 40m out and was returned
tidily to hand. The second retrieve was given to No. 8 on the left at a similar distance and was also
returned well to hand. A further 2 birds were shot, No. 6 gathering the first from about 35m, and the
2nd by No. 8 from the left after some handling to a bird about 25m out from the line on the right.
A bird shot in front only 10m out was gathered by No. 9 but put down on the return before being
delivered to hand. No. 10 was then sent for a bird 60m out but after handling failed to find the bird.
No. 6 was then sent, went straight to the fall and gathered the bird.
A bird was then shot on the right, No. 12 sent but the recovery of the bird to hand was untidy. A bird
shot on the right resulted in two dogs; No’s 8 and 9, being bought forward. No. 8 was sent into a
hedge, flushing the bird, which was then shot again. No. 8 was sent again and successfully
recovered the bird. A bird shot earlier had fallen in an adjacent field was also successfully picked
by No. 9.
A bird was shot 30m out on the right, No. 9 overshot the fall and on the return flushed another bird.
The bird was recovered but the dog was put out. A bird on the left was picked tidily by No. 1 and
then a second bird also shot on the left. No. 12 was sent from the right, the dog stopped short of
the fall and was called up. No. 8 was then sent and with some handling was initially 20m short of
the fall but was handled back to the bird eye-wiping No.12.
In addition to the above, some dogs went out for heelwork issues, one dog ran in on a bird shot
very close to the line and some others had handling issues. No's 1, 4, 6, and 8 all successfully
completed three retrieves to the required standard to get through to the third round.

Two birds were shot on the left, 30 to 40m out. No. 6 was sent from the right and made the first
retrieve look simple. The second bird had fallen into a strip of maize about 10m beyond the first
fall. No. 1 was sent from the right for the second bird, was handled into the area but could not be
pushed back the full distance to the fall and was called up. No's 4 and 8 were then called in from
the left side of the line. No. 8 was sent first but could not get beyond the first fall. No. 4 was then
sent but also failed to go back into the maize strip. Finally No. 6 was sent and was also unable to
get to the fall. The judges walked to the fall and picked the bird from the edge of the maize strip
ending the trial.
No awards were given but No. 6, Dan Higgs’ Feather in my Cap at Higgscroft was awarded gun’s
choice.
Judges comments:
Graham Cox:
First of all thanks to the guns, shooting into the sun is always trying so thank you for your efforts.
What I usually say is to remind competitors what the judges are there to do; to find the dog that
pleases us the most from a shooting point of view taking game finding to be of the first importance.
Now game finding today imploded and we have no awards. It would be easy to say that the
conditions were against us today but that would be making a big excuse. The most obvious thing to
say in relation to what always were basics a lot of the dogs were a bit ragged. Heelwork was just
not good enough generally. Some dogs went out for it but those that stayed in it wasn’t tidy a lot of
the time and a key thing that is so apparent is the the last bird that Judge Steve Crookes picked up
was nothing to do with scent it was when you say “go back” the dogs do something other than that,
and when you blow a stop whistle they don’t stop, and that’s all training. Its not the breed, I love
Flatcoats, they are fantastic markers and we saw some of that today but on the handling front the
dogs held the ground well when they got in the area but too often they were not taking instruction.
However, the sportsmanship and atmosphere has been fantastic and for that I thank Norman
Onens and all the helpers, it has been exemplary.
Steve Crookes:
Just wanted to reiterate your comments regarding how the trial has been conducted. I go to a lot of
trials and it is often not fun to be there. We’ve had fun, had a laugh, which is why we do it. You can
still be professional whilst doing it but that doesn’t mean you can’t do it with a smile on your face.
Its the same when you run a dog, keep a smile on your face. Its not the end of the world if you go
out!
Images from the day below:

